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we introduced the new shape and paths toolset that is now part of coreldraw. we also enhanced the new intuitive touchup paint toolset with the ability to edit strokes, paths, and
type. finally, we also made many improvements to the paint bucket toolset, including the ability to paint to arbitrary selections. coreldraw technical suite x7.5.1 continues to deliver

the ultimate in user productivity and customization for content creation and collaboration. in addition to the new tools, we continue to improve performance and stability in
coreldraw technical suite x7.5.1. with a new powerful professional-grade engine, the enhancements of this new release will significantly improve the speed and performance of your
drawings. our goal with x7.5.1 was to address the most frequent user requests from both beginners and advanced users of coreldraw, while adding new features and functionality

that many users have asked for. this update is free for all current users of x7.1. i tried to find out on the internet about this update. i found out that my version was not supported. i
bought it and it says that it is the latest, even though it says it is not supported. this is a scam to trick people into buying their software. i am very sad to read about the update. i

was hoping that i could update my copy, but unfortunately it looks like this will not be possible. i was disappointed when i found out i could not make the update. guys, i have a real
problem! i bought the upgrade package for coreldraw and it did not work. i did not receive the email to activate the upgrade. i have been trying to contact them for help to activate

the upgrade for almost a month now, but i am getting the same response. what can i do?
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